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In this dissertation, a fully scalable video coding system is proposed. This system
achieves full temporal, resolution, and fidelity scalability by combining mesh-based
motion-compensated temporal filtering, multihypothesis motion compensation, and an
embedded 3D wavelet-coefficient coder. The first major contribution of this work
is the introduction of the redundant-wavelet multihypothesis paradigm into motion-
compensated temporal filtering, which is achieved by deploying temporal filtering
in the domain of a spatially redundant wavelet transform. A regular triangle mesh
is used to track motion between frames, and an affine transform between mesh
triangles implements motion compensation within a lifting-based temporal transform.
Experimental results reveal that the incorporation of redundant-wavelet multihypothesis
into mesh-based motion-compensated temporal filtering significantly improves the rate-
distortion performance of the scalable coder. The second major contribution is the
introduction of a sliding-window implementation of motion-compensated temporal
filtering such that video sequences of arbitrary length may be temporally filtered
using a finite-length frame buffer without suffering from severe degradation at buffer
boundaries. Finally, as a third major contribution, a novel 3D coder is designed
for the coding of the 3D volume of coefficients resulting from the redundant-wavelet
based temporal filtering. This coder employs an explicit estimate of the probability of
coefficient significance to drive a nonadaptive arithmetic coder, resulting in a simple
software implementation. Additionally, the coder offers the possibility of a high degree
of vectorization particularly well suited to the data-parallel capabilities of modern
general-purpose processors or customized hardware. Results show that the proposed
coder yields nearly the same rate-distortion performance as a more complicated state-
of-the-art coefficient coder.
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Video is one of the most powerful forms of multimedia because of the extensive
information it delivers. Each video sequence contains substantial visual information,
thereby requiring vast resources for storage and communication. Therefore, the
compression of video sequences has been the focus of work by many researchers for
several decades. Video sequences are highly correlated both temporally and spatially, a
fact which makes the compression of video possible. Regarding temporal correlation,
because the temporal interval between every two consecutive video frames is very small,
the two frames exhibit high similarity. This fact can be seen in Figs. 1.1-1.4. Figs. 1.1
and 1.3 depict slow-motion sequences in which every frame is almost identical to its
predecessor. However, even in fast- or complex-motion sequences, such as “Football” in
Fig. 1.2 and “Coastguard” in Fig. 1.4, there are large regions which are nearly identical
from frame to frame.
To decorrelate a video sequence temporally, modern video-coding systems use
motion estimation and motion compensation (ME/MC). Traditional video coding
systems, such as H.263 [1, 2] and MPEG-2 [3], use a feedback loop for ME/MC. That
is, the system predicts the current frame from a frame that is already encoded, the
residual image is transformed and coded, and a set of motion vectors that describe the
temporal prediction are delivered to the decoder. Usually, the residual image contains
much less energy than the original image, so that the residual image can be coded with
significantly fewer bits. However, there is a well known problem with this kind of
system structure. Since a closed feedback loop is used, the decoder must assemble its
1
2
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(5) (6) (7) (8)
Figure 1.1: First 8 frames of the “Susie” sequence.
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(5) (6) (7) (8)
Figure 1.2: First 8 frames of the “Football” sequence.
3
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(5) (6) (7) (8)
Figure 1.3: First 8 frames of the “Mother & Daughter” sequence.
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(5) (6) (7) (8)
Figure 1.4: First 8 frames of the “Coastguard” sequence.
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prediction using the same previously encoded frame, or reference frame, as was used
by the encoder. If this reference frame is not available, or only partially available, to
the decoder, as may be the case in the event that some communication failure occurred,
then the decoder will not be able to correctly decode the current frame. Since the current
frame may be subsequently used as a reference for later frames, the decoder may become
missynchronized from the encoder, suffering what is known as decoder “drift.” Drift
often results in seriously degraded video being reconstructed by the decoder and poses
an issue of prime importance in many applications, such as the real-time delivery of
video over wireless channels which are inherently prone to communication failures.
Drift in predictive-loop coders can also occur in other settings. Of particular current
interest is the delivery of video over heterogeneous networks consisting of many users
connected to the network via links of varying bandwidth and transmission-error rate.
Rather than producing a separate encoding of the video sequence for the specific
capabilities of each user’s communication link, it is desired to support all possible link
capabilities with one single encoding. Fully scalable video coding is thus demanded
in this case. Scalable video refers to any method that allows partial decoding of the
bitstream. According to network conditions, the decoder can receive a scalable bitstream
and reconstruct video at a variety of quality levels, spatial resolutions, or temporal
resolutions. The degree of scalability offered by the system can vary. Systems that
offer a large number of possible qualities or resolutions are said to be highly scalable.
A fully scalable video-coding system provides a high degree of fidelity, spatial, and
temporal scalability and offers the most flexibility for accommodating diverse network
capabilities.
It has been generally recognized that the goal of highly scalable video representation
is fundamentally at odds with the traditional ME/MC feedback loop which hinders the
achieving of a high degree of resolution, temporal, and fidelity scalability. This is due to
5
the fact that scalable coding introduces drift into predictive-loop coders. For example,
if a decoder is producing video at a reduced spatial resolution, say, at 1/4 of the original
frame size, then the reference frames used in the ME/MC feedback loop are available
at only this reduced resolution, rather than at the full resolution that was used by the
encoder when initially producing the compressed bitstream. Thus, drift is inherent to
any predictive-loop decoder when producing a scaled video representation.
Consequently, the use of 3D transforms, which break the ME/MC feedback loop,
are becoming the preferred approach to full scalability, and a number of modern 2D
still-image algorithms have been straightforwardly extended to the third dimension
(e.g., 3D-SPIHT [4]) by employing separable 3D wavelet transforms. This approach
usually involves a wavelet-packet subband decomposition wherein a group of frames is
processed with a temporal transform followed by spatial decomposition of each frame.
However, without MC, temporal transforms produce low-quality temporal subbands
with significant “ghosting” artifacts [5] and decreased coding efficiency. Consequently,
there has been significant interest in motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) [5–
17] in which it is attempted to have the temporal transform follow motion trajectories.
The work described in this dissertation consists of three major contributions. The
first of these is the development of a novel approach to performing MCTF such
that temporal filtering takes place within frames that have been already decomposed
with a spatial wavelet transform. Experimental results reveal that there is some
advantage towards increased scalability over the usual approach in which temporal
filtering precedes the spatial transform. However, the salient aspect of this approach
to MCTF lies in that we employ multihypothesis motion compensation (MHMC)
within the MCTF to combat the uncertainty inherent in estimating motion trajectories
for MCTF, thereby achieving rate-distortion performance significantly superior to the
usual single-hypothesis MCTF approach. Although multihypothesis has been used
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in conjunction with MCTF before (e.g., [12] and [13] propose both spatially and
temporally diverse multihypothesis MCTF predictions), in our proposed system, we
employ a new class of MHMC—phase-diversity multihypothesis [18, 19]. Specifically,
phase-diversity MHMC is implemented by deploying MCTF in the domain of a spatially
redundant wavelet transform such that multiple hypothesis temporal filterings are
combined implicitly in the form of an inverse transform. While the overwhelming
majority of previous MCTF techniques have deployed MCTF in the spatial domain,
a few approaches (e.g., [12, 13]) have used the shift invariance of spatially redundant
transforms to enable wavelet-domain MCTF. In contrast to these techniques, our
redundant-wavelet-multihypothesis (RWMH) approach to MCTF exploits the transform
redundancy not only for its shift invariance, but for, more importantly, its potential for
superior motion prediction via phase-diversity multihypothesis.
In any practical implementation of temporal filtering, one must be able to process
arbitrarily long sequences of frames. The usual approach involves blocking some
finite number of frames together into a group of frames (GOF) and restricting
temporal filtering to within each GOF. Unfortunately, this approach leads to undesired
performance degradation in frames near the GOF boundaries. As the second
contribution of this dissertation, we adapt a known solution [15, 20] to this “boundary-
effect” problem to the situation in which the temporal filtering is motion compensated.
The method for transforming a video sequence into wavelet coefficients via MCTF
is only the first stage in a 3D video-coding system, as the 3D volume of wavelet
coefficients must be fed to a 3D coder which will encode the coefficients into a bitstream.
It is desired that a 3D coder provide not only efficient rate-distortion performance, but
be easily implemented in both software and hardware. As the third major contribution of
this dissertation, a novel 3D coder, 3D-Tarp, is proposed. The 3D-Tarp coder explicitly
estimates the probability that wavelet coefficients have magnitude greater than a given
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threshold, or are “significant” with respect to the threshold, and uses this estimated
probability to drive a nonadaptive arithmetic coder. By exploiting the well known
Laplacian distribution nature of wavelet-coefficient magnitudes, the 3D-Tarp coder
achieves an exceedingly precise estimate of the probability of significance, resulting
in efficient coding of the significance information. The 3D-Tarp algorithm is also quite
simple, and therefore, easily implemented. Moreover, it can be highly vectorized for
implementation in single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) architectures.
In the remainder of this dissertation, we describe, in detail, our approach to fully
scalable video coding. The discussion is organized as follows. In Chap. II, the
relevant literature concerning MCTF is reviewed. Subsequently, redundant wavelet
transforms and how they have been used previously for video coding are described
in Chap. III. In Chap. IV, we present the first major contribution of the dissertation,
our RWMH approach to MCTF which deploys temporal filtering within a redundant
wavelet transform. We improve practical performance of this RWMH MCTF approach
in Chap. V by eliminating poor performance characteristic to MCTF when deployed in
buffers holding a finite number of frames. This sliding-window approach to MCTF is the
second major contribution of this dissertation. In Chap. VI, the third major contribution
of this dissertation, the 3D-Tarp coder, is presented. Then, finally, in Chap. VII, some
concluding remarks are made.
CHAPTER II
MOTION-COMPENSATED TEMPORAL FILTERING
The concept of coding video by grouping several frames together into a 3D
volume and employing transforms in the spatial and temporal directions has been
explored on and off in the literature for the past several decades. However, temporal
transforms for video pose a unique problem that causes 3D video coding to be different
from the coding of other 3D data types, such as volumetric medical imagery or
multispectral/hyperspectral remotely-sensed imagery. Specifically, motion of an object
in time can produce high-frequency coefficients in the temporal transform, even if
the object does not vary in shape or gray-level intensity over the temporal interval.
Consequently, researchers have, in recent times, sought temporal transforms that track
object trajectories so that these transforms successfully temporally decorrelate object
pixels regardless of the motion they undergo. Such temporal transforms are called
motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF).
Two families of approaches to MCTF have arisen thus far. The first family of
algorithms combines traditional block-based MC with temporal filtering [8–11, 16, 17];
we refer to these as block-displacement methods. The second family of algorithms
uses a lifting realization of the temporal DWT with MC applied along the lifting steps,





First proposed by Ohm [8, 16], then further developed by Woods et al. [9, 10], the
block-displacement methods have a long history in the area of 3D subband video coding,
naturally providing the spatial-resolution as well as frame-rate scalability which are
increasingly expected of modern multimedia applications. Although a popular approach
to MCTF, block-displacement techniques have traditionally encountered a number of
drawbacks. First, the rigid block-motion model fails to capture all aspects of the
motion field, leaving significant numbers of pixels “unconnected” between frames; these
unconnected pixels are coded separately to the detriment of coding efficiency. Second,
it is difficult to achieve sub-pixel accuracy in the MCTF while maintaining invertibility
of the temporal transform. Finally, implementation of temporal filters, other than the
simple Haar filter, is hindered by the numerous unconnected pixels.
In block-displacement methods, the process of temporal filtering uses block
matching. That is, video frames are divided into blocks, and motion vectors of the
blocks in the current frame point to the closest matching blocks in the reference frame.
If there is no motion, or only pure translational motion, the motion vectors provide a one-
to-one mapping between pixels in the reference frame and pixels in the current frame.
This one-to-one mapping between frames then provides the trajectory for filtering in
the temporal direction for MCTF. However, in more realistic video sequences, motion
is usually much more complex, yielding one-to-many mappings for some pixels in the
reference frame and no mapping for others, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. These latter pixels
are thus “unconnected.” Unconnected pixels can detrimentally affect both overall coding
efficiency and subjective video quality since they cannot be directly included in MCTF.
In fact, an essential component of any block-displacement method is some solution to
the temporal filtering of unconnected pixels.
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Current Frame Reference Frame
unconnected pixels
Figure 2.1: In motion estimation of block-displacement methods, blocks in the reference
frame corresponding to those in the current frame typically overlap. Thus,
some pixels in the reference frame are mapped several times into the
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Figure 2.2: MCTF based on the Haar filter. x1(m,n), x2(m,n), l(m,n), and h(m,n)
are reference, current, lowpass, and highpass frames, respectively. 2D
frames are illustrated as 1D signals to facilitate visualization. Integer-pixel
accurate MC is assumed. Adapted from [9].
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Additionally, since filters with long impulse responses must contend with many
consecutive frames, unconnected pixels make temporal filters other than Haar difficult to
implement. Therefore, attention is usually focused exclusively on the Haar filter in these
methods. In one scale of Haar decomposition, two frames (reference and current) are
decomposed into one lowpass frame and one highpass frame. In [9], for an unconnected
pixel in the reference frame, the original value is inserted into the same location of the
temporal lowpass frame as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This procedure can be summarized as
follows. For connected pixels, MCTF with the Haar filter is employed as:
l(m− d̄m, n− d̄n) =
1√
2
x̃2(m− d̄m + dm, n− d̄n + dn) +
1√
2








x̃1(m− dm, n− dn). (2.2)











x̃1(m− dm, n− dn), (2.4)
where l(m,n) and h(m,n) are temporal lowpass and highpass frames, respectively;
x1(m,n) is the reference frame, x2(m,n) is the current frame, and (dm, dn) is the motion
vector. d̄m and d̄n are nearest integers to dm and dn, respectively, while x̃1 and x̃2 are
interpolated values if motion vectors are sub-pixel accurate; otherwise, integer-pixel
accuracy is assumed and d̄m = dm, d̄n = dn, x̃1 = x1, and x̃2 = x2.
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The synthesis procedure can be derived from the above analysis equations. For
connected pixels we have:
x1(m− dm, n− dn) =
1√
2























Since the temporal transform is invertible, the original frames can be perfectly
reconstructed, only for integer-pixel-accurate MC wherein x̃1 = x1, x̃2 = x2, dm = d̄m,
and dn = d̄n. However, for sub-pixel-accurate MC, because of the imperfect spatial
interpolation (e.g. x̃1 6= x1, x̃2 6= x2), only lossy reconstruction can be achieved. Thus,
the block-displacement methods suffer from a lack of temporal-transform invertibility
when sub-pixel accuracy is employed.
Although recent advances have alleviated some of the ill effects of unconnected
pixels in block-displacement techniques (i.e., resorting to a lifting implementation
of the temporal transform greatly facilitates sub-pixel accuracy [6, 10, 11, 17], while
bidirectional prediction improves the coding efficiency of unconnected pixels [10]), the
block-based model remains limited in its ability to adequately capture motion for MCTF.
2.2 Lifting Implementation of Temporal Transforms
It has been recognized that a lifting implementation of the temporal transform
permits MC schemes more general than block displacement to be implemented in an
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easily inverted fashion [6]. For example, let x1(m,n) and x2(m,n) be two consecutive
frames of a video sequence, and let Wi,j denote the operator that maps frame i onto the
coordinate system of frame j through the particular MC scheme of choice. Ideally,
we would want W1,2 [x1] (m,n) ≈ x2(m,n). Haar-based MCTF would then be




(x2(m,n)−W1,2 [x1] (m,n)) , (2.9)
l(m,n) = x1(m,n) +W2,1 [h] (m,n), (2.10)
where l(m,n) and h(m,n) are the lowpass and highpass frames, respectively, of the
temporal transform [6]. This formulation, which can be easily extended to more
complicated filters, permits any motion model to be used since the lifting decomposition
is easily inverted as:
x1(m,n) = l(m,n)−W2,1 [h] (m,n), (2.11)
x2(m,n) = 2h(m,n) +W1,2 [x1] (m,n). (2.12)
For one scale of lifting-based Haar MCTF, we have two motion fields, the forward field
W2,1 and the backward field W1,2 for every pair of frames, or one field per frame. It can
be shown that, for multiple scales of temporal transformation, we have approximately
two fields per frame [5].
The lifting-based MCTF process can be easily extended to longer wavelet filters,
such as the biorthogonal 5-3 filter (i.e., linear lifting). Let x2k(m,n) and x2k+1(m,n)
denote even- and odd-frame subsequences of the original video sequence, respectively.
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lk(m,n) = x2k(m,n) +
1
4
(W2k−1,2k[hk−1](m,n) +W2k+1,2k[hk](m,n)) , (2.14)




(W2k−1,2k[hk−1](m,n) +W2k+1,2k[hk](m,n)) , (2.15)





Each highpass frame is actually the residual from a bi-directional motion-compensated
prediction of the two neighboring original video frames along the motion trajectories. It
is important to note that the number of motion-mapping operators grows by a factor of
two compared to that of the Haar filter.
The use of traditional block matching to provide the motion fields Wi,j for lifting-
based MCTF is problematic. Although block-based ME can produce motion mappings
Wi,j and Wj,i (e.g., [10]), unconnected pixels are not accounted for in the MCTF in this
case, and, thus, the backward Wi,j and forward Wj,i motion mappings are not inverses
of one another. Consequently, the unconnected pixels must be processed separately
from the MCTF, and either both motion mappings must be transmitted to the decoder,
or one mapping must be approximately estimated from the other. If it is desired that
the MCTF must be invertible, then the encoder must code more than one motion field
per frame. Specifically, for the Haar transform, two fields per frame are required; for
the 5-3 transform, four fields per frame are needed. In order not to overly burden the
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bitstream with motion-vector overhead, one would prefer to not increase this overhead
beyond that for traditional hybrid coders like H.263 and MPEG-2, namely, one motion
field per frame. In order to provide the requisite invertibility of the motion fields, it has
been proposed that mesh-based MC be used [5, 6].
2.3 Lifting MCTF with Meshes
In recent years, mesh-based ME/MC (e.g., [21–25]) has been proposed to exploit
geometries more general than traditional rectangular blocks, in order to provide more
accurate modeling of object motion in video. The simplest mesh structure, the triangle
mesh, has been applied using both regular (e.g., [21]), as well as irregular (e.g. [22–
25]), geometry; in the latter case, irregular triangle meshes are typically explicitly
adapted to image content, while regular triangle meshes are typically constructed by
subdividing traditional block geometries irrespective of image content. In either case,
the ME process involves the tracking of triangle vertices, or “control points,” from one
frame to another, while MC involves the mapping of the contents of each triangle from
one frame to another using an affine transform.
2.3.1 Mesh-based MC/ME and Affine Transforms
Although it is possible to iteratively optimize control-point motion to globally adapt
the mesh from one frame to the other [21], a simpler ME strategy, which is illustrated in
Fig. 2.3, involves centering a small block about each control point and estimating motion
of the block from one frame to the next in a process akin to traditional block-based ME
[23–25]. In either case, after control-point motion is determined, an affine transform is
constructed for each triangle based on the positions of its three control points in both
frames. The transform is then applied to map each pixel in the triangle into the other
17
Figure 2.3: A simple mesh ME strategy. A small block centered about each control point is used to estimate motion of the
control point from one frame to the next.
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frame, while some form of interpolation, often bilinear interpolation, is used to resolve
the subpixel positions inevitably produced by the mapping [23–25].
Affine transforms are widely used in computer graphics. In homogeneous
coordinates, affine transforms can represent translation, rotation, and scaling.
Consequently, an affine transform can map a point inside one triangle to point inside
























where x and y are the coordinates of a coefficient in a triangle in the current frame, x′ and
y′ are the corresponding coordinates in the reference-frame triangle, and a1, a2, a3, b1,
b2, and b3 are the six parameters of an affine transform that is determined for each pair of
current- and reference-frame triangles independently [22]. To determine the transform
parameters, we evaluate (2.17) for each of the three vertices of the triangle in the current

















to yield six equations in six unknowns. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Once
the parameters of the transform are determined, it is applied to a coefficient location in
the current frame to determine the corresponding location in the reference frame, from
which a prediction of the coefficient is determined. Bilinear interpolation is employed to













Figure 2.4: Affine transformation. 4A is a triangle in reference frame. 4B is a triangle
in current frame. Motion vector vi = (∆xi ,∆yi). The affine transformation
parameters a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, and b3 between these two triangles can be
calculated using all the known values.
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2.3.2 Motion Fields for Mesh-based MCTF
In [5, 7], it is proposed to use triangular mesh-based MC in lifting MCTF in order
to circumvent the limitations of the block-displacement motion model. Since mesh-
based geometries can account for local expansions and contractions in the motion field,
unconnected pixels do not occur. Consequently, the forward motion field, Wj,i, and
the backward motion field, Wi,j , are inverses of each other and only one field need
be encoded. In [5], this fact is used to significantly reduce the number of encoded
motion fields, and further reduction comes from the observation that, in a multiple-
scale temporal transform, the motion fields at each transform scale closely resemble one
another. Specifically, in [5], a regular triangular mesh is formed in one frame by dividing
square blocks along their diagonals, and motion vectors are estimated for each vertex of
the mesh. By combining this mesh-based MCTF with embedded spatial coding of the
temporally transformed frames, the system of [5] achieves full temporal, resolution, and
fidelity scalability with motion overhead on the order of one motion field per frame.
For example, motion fields for two temporal transform scales with the 5-3 filter are
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. If the ME model were block-based, the discontinuous motion
fields would make F11 different from the inverse of B11. However, unlike block-
based ME, mesh-based ME can track more complex motion to yield continuous motion
fields without the unconnected-pixel problem, thereby producing motion fields that are
perfectly invertible. Thus, as indicated in Fig. 2.5, only two motion fields, F12 and
B21, need be coded. The forward mapping F21 is recovered by inverting of B21, while
concatenating F12 and B21 produces B11. Finally, B12 and F11 are the inverses of F12
and B11, respectively. Consequently, only F12 and B21 need to be coded in order to
recover all six motion fields, given that the motion fields are continuous and invertible.
As originally proposed, the system of [5, 7] uses a uniform, regular triangle mesh
resulting from the dividing of the frame into square blocks and the splitting of each
21
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Figure 2.5: Motion fields for two scales of temporal transform with the 5-3 filter. Fij
denotes the jth forward mapping in the ith transform scale and Bij is the
corresponding backward mapping. Adapted from [5].
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block along its diagonal. The control points of this uniform mesh are tracked from one
frame to the next via the iterative hexagonal-refinement optimization of [21]. In our
investigations to follow in Chap. IV, we also use this regular triangle-mesh structure;
however, we opt for the simpler block-based ME strategy of [23] to determine control-
point motion.
2.4 Motion Estimation with Subpixel Accuracy
In video sequences, all pixels are assumed to lie at integer positions; however,
objects do not necessarily move in integer-pixel displacements. Consequently, modern
ME/MC algorithms often employ motion vectors with resolution increased to subpixel
accuracy. This increased accuracy typically yields a better prediction of motion at the
cost of a higher motion-vector rate overhead. In many cases, however, a net gain in
rate-distortion performance is achieved.
In subpixel-accurate ME/MC, motion vectors often point to positions in between
integer pixels, thereby requiring some form of interpolation to resolve subpixel values.
The simplest approach is perhaps bilinear interpolation, and extensive literature has
shown that a simple bilinear interpolation achieves good performance for half-pixel
accuracy in traditional block-based ME/MC systems. However, to further increase
accuracy beyond half-pixel in these systems, bilinear interpolation does not typically
improve performance since the additional motion-vector overhead usually outweighs
the potential reduction in distortion [26]. As a result, more sophisticated interpolation
filters replace bilinear interpolation in many modern systems; for example, quarter-pixel
accuracy is achieved in the block-based ME/MC procedure of MPEG-4 using an 8-tap
filter [26].
In block-based ME/MC, increasing the resolution of a motion vector affects the
accuracy with which every pixel in the block is predicted. However, for triangle-
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mesh ME/MC, rate-distortion gain due to subpixel-accuracy is difficult to foresee, since
increased resolution of control-point motion may have only a modest effect on the
affine transform itself. Additionally, the affine transform already interpolates to subpixel
accuracy in the interior of the triangle even when the control points move with integer
displacement. However, we will see later that using half-pixel accuracy does offer rate-
distortion benefits in the triangle-mesh ME/MC which we use in the 3D video coder we
propose in Chap. IV. This coder combines the concept of MCTF as described above with
a form of multihypothesis ME/MC that employs diversity of phase in redundant wavelet
expansions to improve MC performance. We overview the general ways redundant
wavelet transforms have been used previously in video coding, as well as detail the
specifics of the phase-diversity approach to MC, in the next chapter before proposing
our 3D redundant-wavelet-multihypothesis (3D-RWMH) coder in Chap. IV.
CHAPTER III
THE REDUNDANT DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM AND ITS USE IN
VIDEO CODING
With the rise of wavelet transforms in still-image coding, there has been great
interest in exploiting the proven coding efficiency of these transforms for video.
However, the interaction between motion estimation/motion compensation (ME/MC)
and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has posed some difficulties. The most
straightforward approach to incorporating wavelet transforms into video is to replace
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) widely employed in video-compression systems
with the DWT, such that ME/MC takes place in the spatial domain, and the DWT is
applied to the resulting residual image. However, this simple approach suffers from
blocking artifacts which are exacerbated if the DWT is applied, as is usual, on the whole
video frame rather than block-by-block. The alternative is to have ME/MC take place
in the wavelet domain. Wavelet-domain ME/MC eliminates the inefficiency associated
with blocking artifacts; moreover, resolution-scalable coding, such that a single coded
bitstream can be decoded at multiple frame sizes, becomes possible. However, the
fact that the usual critically sampled DWT, used ubiquitously in image-processing
applications, is shift variant greatly hinders the ME/MC in the wavelet domain. Recent
efforts for wavelet-domain ME/MC have consequently focused on using the redundant
discrete wavelet transform (RDWT). The RDWT is a redundant, or overcomplete,
transform which, in essence, eliminates the downsampling associated with the DWT
to provide shift invariance.
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In this chapter, we review the RDWT and how it has been incorporated into video
coders in recent literature. While most techniques use the RDWT to provide shift
invariance, our own work in this area [18, 19] additionally makes use of the multiple
phases of the RDWT to improve ME/MC prediction. We review this redundant-wavelet
approach to multihypothesis ME/MC in Sec. 3.3.
3.1 The Redundant Discrete Wavelet Transform (RDWT)
The RDWT can be considered to be an approximation to the continuous wavelet
transform that removes the downsampling operation from the traditional critically
sampled DWT to produce an overcomplete representation. The shift-variance
characteristic of the DWT arises from its use of downsampling, while the RDWT is shift
invariant since the spatial sampling rate is fixed across scale. The RDWT has also been
called the “undecimated DWT,” the “overcomplete DWT,” and the algorithme à trous.
The reader is referred to [27] for greater detail on the RDWT, its implementations, and
its relation to the critically sampled DWT.
There are several ways to implement the RDWT, and several ways to represent
the resulting overcomplete set of coefficients. As we will see in the next section,
the most popular coefficient-representation scheme employed in RDWT-based video
coders is that of a “coefficient tree,” as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for a 1D signal. This tree
representation is easily created by employing filtering and downsampling as in the usual
critically sampled DWT; however, all sets, or “phases,” of downsampled coefficients are
retained and arranged as “children” of the signal that was decomposed. The process is
repeated on the lowpass bands of all nodes to achieve multiple decomposition scales. It
is straightforward to see that each path from root to leaf in the RDWT tree constitutes
a distinct critically sampled DWT, and there are 2J such critically sampled DWTs in a
J-scale decomposition. An alternative, and equivalent, implementation of the RDWT
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tree representation comes from employing consistent subsampling phase and shifting
the lowpass bands by one sample to generate children in the tree. Indeed, this “low-
band-shift” [28] method has been a popular implementation for the RDWT-based video
coders we consider in the next section.
The tree representation of RDWT coefficients makes for convenient identification
of critically sampled DWTs within the overcomplete coefficient set. However,
the algorithme à trous implementation yields perhaps the most natural coefficient
representation. In this implementation, decimation following wavelet filtering is
eliminated, and, for each successive scale of decomposition, the filter sequences
themselves are upsampled, creating “holes” of zeros between nonzero filter taps. As
a result, the size of each subband resulting from an RDWT decomposition is exactly
the same as that of the input signal, as is illustrated for a 1D signal in Fig. 3.2. The
advantage of this “spatially coherent” representation is that each RDWT coefficient is
located within its subband in its spatially correct position. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, by
appropriately subsampling each subband of an RDWT, one can produce exactly the same
coefficients as does a critically sampled DWT applied to the same input signal. In fact,
in a J-scale 1D RDWT, there exist 2J distinct critically sampled DWTs corresponding
to the choice between even- and odd-phase subsampling at each scale of decomposition.
Additionally, the coefficients at a given scale in the tree representation of the RDWT
can be appropriately “interleaved” to produce the subbands of the spatially coherent
representation; i.e., the two representations consist of exactly the same coefficient
values.
The situation is similar for 2D decompositions implemented with separable 1D
transforms. In this case, each node in the tree representation would have four children
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Figure 3.1: Tree representation of a two-scale RDWT of 1D-signal x. Approximation
and detail coefficients at scale j are Lj and Hj , respectively. E indicates
even-phase subsampling; O indicates odd-phase subsampling. A path from
root to leaf indicates a distinct critically sampled DWT; a J-scale RDWT
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Figure 3.2: Spatially coherent representation of a two-scale RDWT. Coefficients retain
their correct spatial location within each subband. Gray coefficients indicate
the subsampling pattern necessary to recover one of the 2J critically sampled
DWTs.
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vertical directions, and a J-scale 2D RDWT consists of 4J distinct critically sampled
DWTs. A 2D RDWT is illustrated in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.
The RDWT is a perfectly reconstructing transform. To invert the RDWT, one
can simply independently invert each of the constituent critically sampled DWTs and
average the resulting reconstructions together. However, this implementation of the
inverse RDWT incurs unnecessary duplicate synthesis filterings of the highpass bands;
thus, one usually alternates between synthesis filtering and reconstruction averaging on
a scale-by-scale basis in practical implementations (see [29]). The final reconstruction
of this latter implementation, however, is identical to that produced by the conceptually
simpler former approach.
3.2 Motion-Estimation/Motion-Compensation (ME/MC) Using The RDWT
In recent literature, the RDWT has been used extensively within the traditional
hybrid video-coding architecture that features a motion compensated-prediction (MCP)
feedback loop. Later, in Chap. IV, we introduce a system that employs the RDWT in
the alternative 3D MCTF architecture. However, first we review those systems proposed
with the traditional MCP loop.
The majority of prior work concerning RDWT-based video coding originates in the
work of Park and Kim [28], in which the system shown in Fig. 3.5 was proposed. In
essence, the system of Fig. 3.5 works as follows. An input frame is decomposed with
a critically sampled DWT, and the resulting wavelet-domain coefficients are partitioned
into blocks. Each block consists of all the coefficients in the DWT that correspond to a
particular spatial-domain block in the original image, and thus includes coefficients from
all subbands at all scales. A full-search block-matching algorithm then computes motion
vectors for each wavelet-domain block; the system uses as the reference for this search
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Figure 3.3: Spatially coherent representation of a two-scale 2D RDWT. Coefficients
retain their correct spatial location within each subband, and each subband is
the same size as the original image. Bj ,Hj , Vj , andDj denote the baseband,
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal subbands, respectively, at scale j. This
figure shows that subsampling recovers one of the 4J critically sampled
DWTs.
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Figure 3.4: An example of an RDWT applied to an image. Bj , Hj , Vj , and Dj denote
the baseband, horizontal, vertical, and diagonal subbands, respectively, at
scale j.
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RDWT coefficients are arranged in the tree representation as described above, the ME
procedure of this system, which is shown in Fig. 3.6, amounts to identifying, for each
block of the current frame, a particular critically sampled DWT in the reference-frame
tree (a root-to-leaf path), and a displacement within that DWT. Transmission of a
single motion vector per block suffices to convey all of this motion information to the
decoder. A suitable cross-scale distortion metric that averages distortions incurred in
each subband is used to drive the ME search. In summary, a single critically sampled
DWT of the current frame is predicted in a block-by-block manner from a wavelet-
domain reference frame wherein all phases are retained. By using such an overcomplete
expansion of the reference frame, the best-matching block from all possible phases is
obtained, and the shift-variant nature of the critically sampled DWT is overcome.
Subsequent work has further refined the system depicted in Fig. 3.5. In particular,
in [30–32], multiple motion vectors are transmitted for each current-frame block by
estimating motion in each subband independently, while the system of [33] employs
interpolation between the coefficients in distinct root-to-leaf paths of the RDWT tree
to enable motion compensation to be performed with sub-pixel accuracy. Additionally,
resolution-scalable video coders [31, 32, 34, 35] have been devised that constrain the
ME/MC procedure to process each scale of the wavelet decomposition independently.
Our own prior work [24, 25, 36] in this area departs significantly from the RDWT-
based video-coding architecture originating in [28] and shown in Fig. 3.5. Specifically,
we have designed a system which adapts the triangle-mesh ME/MC technique described
in Sec. 2.3 to the wavelet domain by replacing the block-based ME/MC of [28] with
triangle-mesh ME/MC. This modification to the system of [28] necessitates that we
employ all phases of an RDWT of the current input frame to estimate motion rather than
a single critically sampled DWT of the current frame. The encoder of our redundant-

















Figure 3.5: The RDWT-based video coder of [28]. z−1 = frame delay, CODEC is any
still-image coder operating in the critically-sampled-DWT domain.
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Figure 3.6: The ME procedure of [28], spatially coherent representation. B is the block


























Figure 3.7: The RWTM coder of [24, 25, 36].
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The input image is first transformed using an RDWT, and control points, located on
most salient image edges, are identified in the previous reference frame. The motion
of these control points from the reference frame to the current frame is estimated
in the RDWT domain, and motion vectors are transmitted to the decoder to allow
it to track control-point motion. MC is accomplished by first using a triangulation
algorithm to generate a triangle mesh on the control points in the reference frame
and then using affine transformations to predict, subband by subband, triangles in the
current frame from triangles in the reference frame. Residing in the RDWT domain,
the motion-compensated residual is itself redundant; consequently, it is downsampled
before coding. The final encoding step consists of a wavelet-domain still-image coder—
we have used SPIHT [37], but any wavelet-domain still-image coder would suffice.
The identification of image edges in this system is accomplished through use of a
“correlation mask” calculated across RDWT subbands.
The above systems exploit the redundancy of the RDWT solely to provide shift
invariance, thereby permitted ME/MC to take place in the wavelet domain. The only
exception is the system of [24, 25, 36], which additionally uses the RDWT to aid
tracking the ME/MC mesh in time. In the next section, we present an additional use
of RDWT redundancy—multihypothesis prediction.
3.3 Multihypothesis Motion Compensation (MHMC) and the RDWT
Multihypothesis motion compensation (MHMC) [38] forms a prediction of pixel
s(x, y) in the current frame as a combination of multiple predictions in an effort to
combat the uncertainty inherent in the motion-estimation process. Assuming that the





wi(x, y)s̃i(x, y), (3.1)
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where the multiple predictions s̃i(x, y) are combined according to some weights
wi(x, y). A number of multihypothesis techniques for MC have been proposed over
the last decade. One approach to MHMC is to implement multihypothesis prediction
in the spatial domain; i.e., the predictions s̃i(x, y) are culled from spatially distinct
locations in the reference frame. This class of MHMC includes fractional-pixel MC [39]
and overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) [40, 41]. Another approach is to
deploy MHMC in the temporal domain by choosing predictions s̃i(x, y) from multiple
reference frames. Examples of this class of MHMC are bidirectional prediction (B-
frames) as used in MPEG-2 and H.263 and long-term-memory motion compensation
(LTMMC) [42]. Of course, it is possible to combine these two classes by choosing
multiple predictions that are diverse both spatially and temporally [43]. Note that the
calculation of (3.1) in the decoder must be identical to that in the encoder; consequently,
it will be necessary to transmit the weights wi(x, y) to the decoder as side information
in the case that the weights are not fixed or not determinable from information already
possessed by the decoder. Although implementation dependent, B-frames and LTMMC
typically incur this additional side-information burden while fractional-pixel MC and
OBMC do not.
In [18, 19, 36], we proposed a new class of MHMC by extending the
multihypothesis-prediction concept into the transform domain. Specifically, we perform
ME/MC in the RDWT domain, and use multiple predictions that are diverse in transform
phase. An interesting aspect of our approach is that low-resolution information is
inherently predicted with a greater number of hypotheses, which corresponds to the
greater difficulty inherent in estimating motion in signals with spatially low resolution.
Additionally, since the weighting of the individual predictions is carried out implicitly
in the form of an inverse transform, no side information need be sent to the decoder.
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Our redundant-wavelet multihypothesis (RWMH) technique works as follows. In
all prior RDWT-based coders [24, 25, 28, 30–35], the coefficients of a critically sampled
DWT of the current frame are motion compensated using an RDWT of the reference
frame. However, if an RDWT of the current frame were to be used instead, there would
be 4J distinct critically sampled DWTs for the current frame. Using Fig. 3.3 as an
example, in existing techniques, only the gray coefficients are motion compensated,
i.e., only one critically sampled DWT of the current frame is involved in ME/MC
procedure. These techniques are thus single-hypothesis methods. We could have
used the coefficients of any other critically sampled DWT in the ME/MC process to
have obtained another version of the motion fields and residual coefficients. In fact,
each of the critically sampled DWTs within the RDWT of the current frame will view
motion from a different perspective, and can be independently motion-compensated.
Consequently, if motion is predicted in the RDWT domain and all DWTs participate in
ME/MC, the inverse RDWT can construct a multihypothesis prediction in the form of
(3.1). Specifically, for a J-scale RDWT, the reconstruction from DWT i of the RDWT
is s̃i(x, y), 0 ≤ i < 4J , while wi(x, y) = 4−J , ∀i. Below, we describe our RWMH
video-coding system [18, 19, 36] that performs MHMC in precisely this fashion.
The encoder of our RWMH video-coding system is depicted in Fig. 3.8. The current
and reference frames are transformed into RDWT coefficients, and both ME and MC
take place in this redundant-wavelet domain. In a J-scale RDWT decomposition, each
B×B block in the original spatial domain corresponds to 3J+1 blocks of the same size,
one in each subband. The collection of these co-located blocks is called a set. In the ME
procedure, which is shown in Fig. 3.9, block matching is used to determine the motion
of each set as a whole. Specifically, a block-matching procedure uses a cross-subband
distortion measure that sums absolute differences for each block of the set similar to the















  Motion Vectors
RDWT−1
RDWT
Figure 3.8: Block diagram of the RWMH video-coding system [18, 19, 36]. CODEC is
any still-image coder.
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Figure 3.9: The ME procedure of [18, 19, 36].
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After the ME search has determined motion vectors for each set, a motion-
compensated frame is created in the RDWT domain using the same motion vector
for each block of the set. The inverse RDWT is performed on this RDWT-domain
motion-compensated frame, combining the multiple phases into a spatial-domain
multihypothesis prediction. This spatial-domain prediction is subtracted from the
current frame, and the residual is coded. This final encoding step consists of a still-
image coder; for the experiments below, we use SPIHT [37], but any still-image coder,
wavelet-based or otherwise, would suffice.
We demonstrate that our RWMH system yields significant performance
improvement over the system of [28], which is a single-phase equivalent to our RWMH
system. In the system of [28], ME is executed within the RDWT domain; however,
only a single critically sampled DWT is predicted, and the ME is optimized to that
single phase. Average PSNR figures for fixed bit rate are tabulated in Table 3.1, and
frame-by-frame PSNR profiles for two sequences are shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. In
these results, “RDWT Block” refers to the system of [28]. In addition, “Spatial Block”
refers to block-based ME/MC in the spatial domain, the traditional method employed in
video-coding standards, followed by an entire-image DWT and then SPIHT coding of
the DWT coefficients. In these results, we code grayscale sequences with the first frame
intra-coded (I-frame), while all subsequent frames use ME/MC (P-frames). All wavelet
transforms (DWT and RDWT) use the popular 9-7 biorthogonal filter with symmetric
extension, and all ME/MC methods use integer-pixel accuracy.
These results illustrate that multihypothesis prediction in the form of our RWMH
system achieves at least a 0.4-dB gain over single-phase prediction. For sequences
with complex motion, our RWMH system achieves even larger performance gains. For
example, RWMH exhibits a gain of nearly 1 dB over the system of [28] and a gain of
over 2 dB over the spatial-domain system for the “Football” sequence.
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Football† 26.3 27.9 28.6
Susie 36.0 37.4 37.8
Mother & daughter 40.2 40.8 41.2
Coastguard 28.1 28.9 29.5
Rate is 0.25 bpp except †, which is 0.5 bpp.



















Figure 3.10: Frame-by-frame PSNR for “Football” at 0.5 bpp (1.3 Mbps), from [18, 19,
36].
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As described in Sec. 3.3, a number of multihypothesis techniques for MC
have been proposed in the past, including fractional-pixel-accurate MC, B-frames,
OBMC, and multiple reference frames. These techniques employ multiple predictions
that are diverse spatially or temporally to improve the overall predictive ability of
the system. In [18, 19, 36], we introduced a new class of MHMC in which the
multihypothesis-prediction concept is extended into the RDWT-transform domain, and
uses multiple predictions that were diverse in transform phase. This redundant-wavelet-
multihypothesis (RWMH) approach was outlined in Sec. 3.3. In the RWMH paradigm,
each one of the critically sampled DWTs of an RDWT “views” motion from a different
perspective and thus forms an independent hypothesis of the true motion of the video
sequence, while the inverse RDWT combines these multiple hypotheses into a single
prediction. In the system of Fig. 3.8, this prediction is incorporated into the MC
feedback loop of a hybrid video-coding architecture employing block-based ME/MC. In
this chapter, we introduce the RWMH concept into the MCTF framework to eliminate
the MC feedback loop and produce a fully scalable 3D video coder. The discussion in
this chapter elaborates on our previous publications [44, 45] in which the 3D-RWMH
system was first developed.
4.1 System Overview
The encoder of our 3D-RWMH video-coding system, depicted in Fig. 4.1, first
performs a spatial RDWT on each frame and then performs MCTF in the redundant-
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wavelet domain. This is in contrast to many prior MCTF techniques [5–11] in
which MCTF takes place in the spatial domain. Since MCTF is performed in the
RDWT subbands, it is overcomplete spatially; consequently, before coding the temporal
subbands, we remove this spatial redundancy by performing an inverse spatial RDWT
on each frame. In essence, each RDWT phase in each frame can be considered to
have viewed the MCTF from a different perspective and thus forms an independent
hypothesis about the temporal filtering taking place. The inverse spatial RDWT
implicitly combines these hypotheses into a multihypothesis estimate of what the
true temporal filtering should be. After the inverse spatial transform, the temporally
transformed frames are coded by a suitable 3D coder. In our experiments, we use 3D-
SPIHT [4], but other coders are possible.1 In our 3D-RWMH system, motion is tracked
using a triangular mesh deployed in each of the subbands of the RDWT decomposition
of each frame. Since all RDWT subbands are the same size, the same triangle mesh is
used for all subbands of a frame, as described below.
4.1.1 Motion Estimation and Compensation
We first describe the ME/MC procedure of the 3D-RWMH system assuming integer-
pixel accuracy; we consider the case of subpixel-accurate ME/MC below. The ME
procedure for the 3D-RWMH system starts by identifying a uniform, regular triangular
mesh in the first frame of the sequence by dividing the frame into square blocks and
splitting each block along its diagonal. Motion into the next frame is estimated by
centering a small block at each vertex in the first frame and finding the best matching
block in the second frame, following the method outlined in Sec. 2.3.1. Motion of the
control points from the second frame to the third frame is tracked in this same manner,
1For many 3D coders, such as 3D-SPIHT, a spatial forward DWT (not shown in Fig. 4.1) is applied to
each frame following the spatial inverse RDWT of the 3D-RWMH system, since the coefficients resulting




















Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the 3D-RWMH video-coding system.
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and so on to subsequent frames. If the motion vectors have integer-pixel accuracy, the
control points in every frame reside on the integer-pixel grid.
We search for the motion of the control points of the mesh by minimizing a distortion
metric that spans across all subbands of the RDWT decomposition, as we did in [24, 25].
Specifically, the motion vector, (∆x,∆y), for control point (x, y) in the reference frame
is the vector in the search window about (x, y) in the current frame that minimizes the








AE(x+m, y + n,∆x,∆y). (4.1)
The absolute error (AE) is
AE(x, y,∆x,∆y) = 2
−J/2





{∣∣∣V curj (x+ ∆x, y + ∆y)− V refj (x, y)
∣∣∣+
∣∣∣Hcurj (x+ ∆x, y + ∆y)−H refj (x, y)
∣∣∣+




where cur and ref denote subbands from the current and reference frames, respectively,
and Bj , Hj , Vj , and Dj are the baseband, horizontal, vertical, and diagonal subbands,
respectively, at scale j. We assume block size B is odd. In the search, motion vectors
are chosen from a window of sizeW > 0 such that−W ≤ ∆x,∆y ≤ W . The evolution
of a regular triangle mesh over frames is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
For an N -frame video sequence, this ME process results in N − 1 motion fields
regardless of the temporal filter used, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. We note that this is the
same number of motion fields produced by a traditional coder with a MC feedback
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Frame 0
Frame 2 Frame 3
Frame 1
Figure 4.2: The regular triangle mesh in the first frame and its evolution over subsequent
frames. Only the basebands of the frames are shown.
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loop. Since each of the N − 1 motion fields are mesh-based and thus completely
invertible, forward and backward motion fields between each pair of frames can be
calculated from these N − 1 fields. Using these forward and backward motion fields,
affine transforms between the triangles of each pair of frames are used to implement
a motion-compensated lifting-based filtering in the temporal direction. This temporal
filtering proceeds by mapping each triangle in a reference frame into the current frame
using an affine transform as described in Sec. 2.3.1; this affine mapping is performed for
each triangle in each subband separately. Bilinear interpolation between the surrounding
four integer-pixel locations is used to resolve subpixel positions produced by the affine
mapping.
We can construct affine transforms between any two frames by concatenating motion
fields from the set of N − 1 motion fields produced by the above ME process. Multiple-
scale temporal transforms are thereby supported since these concatenated motion fields
can be used for affine transforms at the higher temporal decomposition scales, as is
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
We have found it beneficial to periodically “reset” the triangle mesh rather than
allow the ME of the control points to continue indefinitely. Using this periodic “reset”
operation, we can avoid ME inaccuracies accumulation. Specifically, we track control-
point motion for N ′ frames and then reset the triangle mesh to the initial uniform mesh
(again by diagonally splitting square blocks). We repeat this procedure for the next
N ′ frames. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the motion-tracking and mesh-resetting procedure for
N ′ = 4 and N = 8. A single triangle mesh is used for all subbands of the RDWT;
this is possible since each RDWT subband has the same size. MC proceeds by mapping
each triangle in the reference frame into the current frame using an affine six-parameter





f0 f4 f5 f6f3f2f1 f7
1 scale
temporal DWT
l0 l1 l2 l3 h0 h1 h2 h3
V0,1 V1,2 V2,3 V3,4 V4,5 V5,6 V6,7
V0,2 V2,4 V4,6
Figure 4.3: Motion fields for MCTF in the 3D-RWMH system for N = 8 and N ′ = 4.
A small triangle in a frame indicates where the triangle mesh is reset to the
uniform mesh. Field Vi,j maps frame i to frame j; concatenated fields are
V0,2 = V0,1 + V1,2, V2,4 = V2,3 + V3,4, and V4,6 = V4,5 + V5,6.
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4.1.2 Half-pixel Accuracy
The above ME procedure assumes integer-valued motion vectors, while MC in
the form of the affine transform employs interpolation between integer-pixel values
to resolve subpixel positions arising in the mapping. In this section, we describe
modifications to the above ME/MC approach in order to accommodate half-pixel
accuracy.
When the motion-vector resolution is increased to half-pixel accuracy, the motion-
vector search is first carried out as described above for integer-pixel accuracy. Then, the







from the best match location are
searched to refine the motion vector to half-pixel resolution. We note that, in the case
that a motion vector points to a location on the half-pixel grid in one frame, the initial
integer-valued search for the motion of the control point into the next frame involves
half-pixel locations. In this case, x and y in (4.1) and (4.2) will refer to half-pixel
locations while ∆x and ∆y will be integer-valued. The subsequent refinement search
will involve both integer- and half-pixel locations.
Recall that, for ME/MC involving triangle meshes, subpixel accuracy is invoked in
the affine-transform mapping of the MC process. In the half-pixel 3D-RWMH system,
we use values on the half-pixel grid as the basis of the interpolation of the affine
mapping. Specifically, the affine-transform mapping from one triangle to another uses
bilinear interpolation applied to the four nearest locations on the half-pixel grid. In
practice, we achieve subpixel accuracy for both ME and MC by interpolating the entire
RDWT subband by factor 2 both horizontally and vertically. Afterward, ME of the
control points and MC with the affine transform are carried out as if on the integer-pixel
grid, and the resulting residual subbands are downsampled to their original size.
We have investigated two methods for producing values on the half-pixel grid—
simple bilinear interpolation and more sophisticated filter-based interpolation. For
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the latter approach, the interpolation filter we use is the 8-tap filter from [10] with
coefficients {-0.0105, 0.0465, -0.1525, 0.6165, 0.6165, -0.1525, 0.0465, -0.0105}.
Specifically, this 1D FIR filter is applied both horizontally and vertically on the integer-
pixel values to generate values on the half-pixel grid. Recall that, in our 3D-RWMH
system, the ME and MC processes are carried out on each RDWT subband individually;
thus each RDWT subband is interpolated independently.
Motion-vector information for the motion fields resulting from the ME process is
transmitted to the decoder. In our system, the H.261 variable-length-code (VLC) table
for motion-vector data (MVD) is used for coding the integer part of the motion vectors,
while the fractional part of the vectors is sent by appending a single-bit code to each
Huffman codeword.
4.1.3 Experimental Results
We use the “Susie” (64 frames), “Football” (96 frames), “Mother & Daughter” (96
frames), and “Coast Guard” (96 frames) sequences in our experiments. The first two
sequences have a spatial resolution of 352× 240 pixels while the last two sequences are
352× 288. All sequences are grayscale and have a temporal sampling of 30 frames/sec.
(noninterlaced).
In the 3D-RWMH system, the spatial RDWT uses the popular 9-7 biorthogonal filter,
while the temporal filtering uses either the lifting 5-3 biorthogonal filter of (2.13), (2.14),
(2.15), and (2.16), or the lifting Haar filter of (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12). The
spatial transform uses symmetric extension at the image boundaries, while the temporal
transform uses symmetric extension at each end of the video sequence. Both the spatial
and temporal transforms use a decomposition of J = 3 levels. For control-point ME,
a block size of B = 17 is used, and motion vectors are searched in a window of size
W = 15. The triangle mesh is reset to the uniform mesh every N ′ = 4 frames; this
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uniform mesh is the result of diagonal subdividing of 16× 16 blocks. Since 3D-SPIHT
[4]—the core compression engine in the 3D-RWMH system—produces an embedded
coding, the sequence is coded at exactly the specified target rate.
Initially, we assume ME/MC with integer-pixel accuracy. We compare the rate-
distortion performance of the 3D-RWMH system to an equivalent spatial-domain MCTF
system. Specifically, we compare 3D-RWMH using the 5-3 temporal filter (denoted
“3D-RWMH-53”), 3D-RWMH using the Haar temporal filter (denoted “3D-RWMH-
Haar”), and a spatial-domain technique (denoted “SD-MCTF-53”). The spatial-domain
system performs MCTF in the spatial domain and then subsequently employs a critically
sampled spatial transform and embedded coding. In this system, a triangle-mesh ME
procedure identical to that of the 3D-RWMH-53 coder is employed, and, like the 3D-
RWMH-53 system, temporal decomposition takes place with 5-3 biorthogonal lifting
with symmetric extension. This SD-MCTF-53 system is essentially a single-hypothesis
version of the 3D-RWMH-53 coder and corresponds roughly to the system of [5], except
that the ME process is somewhat different, and 3D-SPIHT, rather than JPEG-2000, is
used to code the wavelet coefficients. From the results of Figs. 4.4-4.5 and Table 4.1, we
see that the incorporation of multihypothesis into MCTF yields significant improvement
in rate-distortion performance in comparison to single-hypothesis MCTF. Additionally,
the longer 5-3 temporal filter outperforms the Haar filter in the 3D-RWMH system.
We compare the 3D-RWMH-53 system to the RWMH system described in Sec. 3.3.
From Figs. 4.6-4.7 and Table 4.2, we see that 3D-RWMH-53, which features MCTF and
is fully scalable, outperforms RWMH, which features an ME/MC feedback loop and its
associated difficulties concerning scalability.
Using the 5-3 temporal filter in 3D-RWMH, we compare half-pixel accuracy using
interpolation with the 8-tap filter from [10] to bilinear interpolation in Fig. 4.8. We
see that the 8-tap filter significantly outperforms bilinear interpolation for half-pixel
53





















Figure 4.4: Rate-distortion performance for “Susie.”




Football† 28.3 29.3 29.7
Susie 38.8 40.0 40.3
Mother & daughter 42.6 44.3 44.8
Coastguard 29.7 32.0 32.1
Rate is 0.3 bpp except †, which is 0.5 bpp.
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Figure 4.5: Rate-distortion performance for “Football.”





Mother & daughter 44.8 41.9
Coastguard 32.1 29.5
Rate is 0.3 bpp except †, which is 0.5 bpp.
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Figure 4.6: Rate-distortion performance for “Susie.”
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Figure 4.7: Rate-distortion performance for “Football.”
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (Bilinear)
Figure 4.8: Rate-distortion performance for “Susie” for 3D-RWMH with bilinear and
filter-based interpolation.
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accuracy; subsequently, we use the 8-tap filter exclusively to produce half-pixel values.
As a final body of results, we compare the 3D-RWMH-53 system with half-pixel
accuracy to the bidirectional MC-EZBC system from [10]. Bidirectional MC-EZBC is
a 3D video coder employing traditional block-based MCTF in the spatial domain and
represents perhaps the state-of-the-art of such coders. Temporal filtering is essentially
a bidirectional version of the Haar filter, with a lifting implementation providing 1
8
-
pixel accuracy for ME/MC and appropriate measures to compensate for “unconnected”
pixels. Experimental results are presented in Figs. 4.9-4.12 and in Table 4.3. From these
results, we see that 3D-RWMH-53 with half-pixel accuracy outperforms MC-EZBC. In
particular, a gain on the order of 0.3 to 0.5 dB over MC-EZBC is seen for all sequences
considered.
4.2 Scalability of 3D-RWMH
As stated in Chap. I, a fully scalable video-coding system should provide a high
degree of fidelity, spatial, and temporal scalability. In this chapter, we demonstrate
that the 3D-RWMH-53 system is a fully scalable video-coding system. Additionally,
we present some experimental results comparing the scalability of 3D-RWMH-53 to
that of other systems. A 3D embedded, wavelet-based coder, such as 3D-SPIHT or
the 3D-Tarp coder to be presented in Chap. VI, is used in 3D-RWMH systems to
code the 3D transformed coefficients. 3D-SPIHT, 3D-Tarp, and similar coders give
high compression performance, allow fully progressive transmission, and provide an
embedded bitstream. These qualities make for a video-coding system with a high degree
of fidelity scalability. Consequently, in the remainder of this section, we consider only
spatial and temporal scalabilities of 3D-RWMH systems.
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Football† 29.7 29.6 30.1
Susie 40.3 40.9 41.2
Mother & daughter 44.8 45.2 45.5
Coastguard 32.1 32.1 32.4
Rate is 0.3 bpp except †, which is 0.5 bpp.


















3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.9: Rate-distortion performance for “Susie.”
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.10: Rate-distortion performance for “Football.”
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.11: Rate-distortion performance for “Mother & Daughter.”
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.12: Rate-distortion performance for “Coastguard.”
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4.2.1 Spatial Scalability
We use the sequences “Susie”, “Football”, “Mother & Daughter”, and “Coastguard”
for our experiments. We compare the spatial scalability of 3D-RWMH-53 to that of
MC-EZBC. In the experiments, to get a low spatial-resolution video sequence, only
the bits necessary for reconstruction at that particular spatial resolution are decoded
from the encoded bitstream; that is, only some subsets of the spatial subbands are
reconstructed. Then, the inverse MCTF is performed on only the available subbands.
Figs. 4.13-4.16 show the experimental results. In these figures, frames of only a quarter
of the original size of video images are reconstructed. From the figures, we can see
that 3D-RWMH-53 outperforms MC-EZBC for spatial scalability. Individual frames
are shown in Figs. 4.17-4.19, from which we can also see that the 3D-RWMH-53 gives
better subjective performance.
The issue of determining quality of video reconstructed at reduced spatial resolution
is currently a matter of debate within the video-coding community. Unlike the case
of full spatial-resolution reconstruction, we do not have “original” frames at reduced
spatial resolution to which we can compare our reconstructed frames. Consequently, we
must, somewhat arbitrarily, produce a reduced-spatial-resolution version of the original
video sequence in order to permit PSNR calculations. In our experiments, we perform a
J-scale 2D DWT spatially on each of the original images of a sequence, then retain
only the basebands to make a video sequence with size 1/4J of the original size.
Alternatively, we could have simply subsampled the original video images. However,
this approach does not necessarily represent the most appropriate information for low
spatial resolution, particularly in the presence of noise [7].
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.13: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Susie” decoded at
QSIF (176× 120). The bit rate is encoding rate.
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.14: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Football” decoded at
QSIF (176× 120). The bit rate is encoding rate.
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.15: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Mother & Daughter”
decoded at QCIF (176× 144). The bit rate is encoding rate.
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
MC−EZBC, 1/8−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 4.16: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Coastguard” decoded





Figure 4.17: Original and reconstructed images for frame 5 of “Football” encoded at 0.5
bpp (1.3 Mbps). The images are in SIF size (352 × 240). (a) Original, (b)





Figure 4.18: Original and reconstructed images for frame 5 of “Football” encoded at 0.5
bpp (1.3 Mbps). The images are in QSIF size (176 × 120). (a) Original,





Figure 4.19: Original and reconstructed images for frame 5 of “Football” encoded at 0.5
bpp (1.3 Mbps). The images are in Q-QSIF size (88 × 60). (a) Original,
(b) MC-EZBC, and (c) 3D-RWMH-53.
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4.2.2 Temporal Scalability
Again, we use the sequences “Susie”, “Football”, “Mother & Daughter”, and
“Coastguard” for our experiments. These sequences have a frame rate of 30
frames/second. We compare the temporal scalability of 3D-RWMH-53 to that of 3D-
RWMH-Haar by decoding only the bits necessary to reconstruct the sequence at a
particular reduced temporal resolution; that is, we decode only a subset of the temporal
subband frames. Figs. 4.20-4.23 show experimental results for a decoded sequence at
15 frames/second. From the figures, we can see that 3D-RWMH-53 outperforms 3D-
RWMH-Haar for temporal scalability due to the fact that 5-3 biorthogonal temporal
filtering is essentially a bi-directional motion-compensated prediction, while Haar
temporal filtering is single-directional prediction. Some reconstructed images are shown
in Fig. 4.24. We can see that 3D-RWMH-53 outperforms 3D-RWMH-Haar in perceptual
quality. In Fig. 4.24(b), we can observe significant “ghost” artifacts around the fast
moving players, while in Fig. 4.24(c), the “ghost” artifacts are eliminated by the bi-
directional 5-3 biorthogonal temporal filtering. The longer temporal filter produces
higher quality frames at reduced temporal resolution since the bi-directional prediction
is inherently more capable of compensating for rapid motion.
Like the situation previously encountered when evaluating performance at reduced
spatial resolution, the method for quantitatively evaluating quality at reduced temporal
resolution is an open issue, since the original video sequences exist at only 30
frames/second. However, video sequences are viewed using a “sample-and-hold”
approach for each frame; i.e., each frame is displayed for some fixed amount of time.
Consequently, it is reasonable to consider the “original” sequence at reduced resolution
to be a temporal downsampling of the full-temporal-resolution sequence.
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
3D−RWMH−Haar, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
Figure 4.20: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Susie” decoded at 15
frames/sec. The bit rate is encoding rate.
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
3D−RWMH−Haar, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
Figure 4.21: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Football” decoded at
15 frames/sec. The bit rate is encoding rate.
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
3D−RWMH−Haar, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
Figure 4.22: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Mother & Daughter”
decoded at 15 frames/sec. The bit rate is encoding rate.
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3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
3D−RWMH−Haar, 1/2−pixel, 15 frames/sec.
Figure 4.23: Rate-distortion performance of 3D-RWMH-53 for “Coastguard” decoded





Figure 4.24: Original and reconstructed images for frame 5 of “Football” encoded at 0.5
bpp (1.3 Mbps), decoded at 7.5 frames/sec. (a) Original, (b) 3D-RWMH-
Haar, (c) 3D-RWMH-53.
CHAPTER V
BOUNDARY EFFECTS IN 3D-RWMH
In generating the results of the previous chapter, all frames of a given video sequence
were processed in one large segment. That is to say, all the input frames were collected
as a single group of frames (GOF), MCTF was performed on this single GOF, and the
entire GOF was coded by the 3D codec (3D-SPIHT). This approach is reasonable for
algorithm simulation but not for real-world applications. Since video sequences may
be arbitrarily long, using a single GOF has a potentially long delay and impractically
large memory usage, which are major impediments to real-world video applications.
Consequently, for a practical system, a limited GOF length could be used, with the
video sequence “blocked” into multiple GOFs of some finite size. However, a serious
problem, “boundary effects,” is associated with finite GOF length and biorthogonal
temporal filtering [15, 20].
In temporal filtering, when temporal-transform filters longer than the simple Haar
filter are used with a finite GOF length, symmetric extension is commonly used at each
temporal boundary of each GOF to accommodate the overlap of the filter’s response
beyond the extent of the GOF. Consequently, GOF boundary effects arise in such
systems due to a significant decrease in PSNR near the GOF boundaries as the temporal
filters begin to extend beyond the GOF boundaries. This is a well-known problem
which was investigated and resolved in [15, 20] by extending the temporal filtering
indefinitely in time. Specifically, the authors of [20] remove the symmetric extension by
introducing a sliding window into the temporal transform. That is, a finite frame buffer
holds all frames necessary for calculating the next temporal subbands; as frames are no
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longer needed, they are replaced in the buffer in a first-in-first-out fashion by succeeding
frames. Thus, from the perspective of temporal filtering, the GOFs no longer exist, and
symmetric extension will not be necessary, except at the very ends of the video sequence.
In this chapter, we first present a detailed review of the sliding-window approach to
temporal filtering as proposed in [20]. Then, since [20] considers only a simple form of
temporal filtering in which no motion is involved, we extend the sliding-window concept
to MCTF in Sec. 5.2. We note that, although [46] proposes a similar sliding-window
MCTF approach, our technique was developed independently, and Sec. 5.2 provides a
more detailed description of the approach than that available in [46].
5.1 Sliding Window
The sliding window of [20] is implemented by buffering frames when performing
the temporal transform. Specifically, for a one-scale temporal wavelet decomposition,
n frames need to be buffered for one output frame, where n depends on the wavelet
filters used. For the biorthogonal 9-7 filter, n is 5; for the 5-3 filter, n is 3. Each time a
frame is input, the frames in the buffers are updated, and one frame is output as either
a highpass frame or a lowpass frame according to the lifting scheme. For an L-scale
decomposition, where L > 1, a larger frame buffer is needed. With the sliding window,
the input video frames are treated essentially as one GOF, and the boundary effects will
only exist at the ends of the entire sequence. Thus, in essence, the temporal filtering of
this sliding-window method is equivalent to that of the system described in Sec. 4.1.
5.2 Eliminating Boundary Effects in MCTF
As discussed before, boundary effects come from the symmetric extension of
temporal wavelet filters at the boundary of a finite-length GOF. By buffering only
several frames, sliding window [15, 20] eliminates boundary effects and does not require
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buffering the entire video sequence. However, MC was not considered in the original
formulation [20]. In our SW-3D-RWMH-53 (sliding-window 3D-RWMH-53) system,
we consider MC with triangle-based affine transforms. Below, we will describe the
sliding-window technique in RDWT-domain MCTF in detail.
In our SW-3D-RWMH-53 system, the 5-3 biorthogonal filter is used for the temporal
wavelet transform. Fig. 5.1 illustrates a single-scale wavelet transform on a sequence
of frames using the 5-3 biorthogonal filter via lifting steps with symmetric extension
at each end of the signal. Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate how the transform of Fig. 5.1 is
modified to become the sliding-window implementation of the 5-3 temporal transform,
which we describe below. First, however, let us note that, in the SW-3D-RWMH-
53 system, ME/MC is performed in the RDWT domain; i.e., motion compensation is
performed between corresponding RDWT subbands. Thus, each frame buffer in the
SW-3D-RWMH-53 system contains N RDWT subbands. In the following, we use the
notation, Si(j), to denote frame buffer j for subband S at temporal transform level i,
S ∈ {B,H, V,D}. Since the sliding window procedure is identical for all the RDWT
subbands in each temporal level, we present the sliding-window operation for only one
subband.
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate the sliding-window pipeline operations via 5-3 lifting
steps in the SW-3D-RWMH-53 system. Specifically, for a 1-level temporal transform,
when a subband of a frame is pushed into buffer S1(2), S1(0) is output as a highpass
or lowpass frame, S1(0) and S1(1) are updated, and the input subband is pushed into
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y’= a x1+ b x2+ c x3
y= d y’
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of one-scale 5-3 lifting on a sequence of frames.
White circles indicate lowpass frames and black circles indicate highpass
frames.
Figure 5.2: The updating operations on the buffer after a subband of an even numbered
frame is pushed into S1(2). Si(j) is the buffer j for subband S at transform
level i. Wi,j is the operator that maps frame in buffer i onto the coordinate
system of frame in buffer j through the particular MC scheme of choice.
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Figure 5.3: The updating operations on the buffer after a subband of an odd numbered
frame is pushed into S1(2). Si(j) is the buffer j for subband S at transform
level i. Wi,j is the operator that maps frame in buffer i onto the coordinate











where Wi,j denotes the operator that maps frame i onto the coordinate system of frame
j through the particular MC scheme of choice. If the input frame is odd numbered, as









Inevitably, at the very ends of the video sequence, symmetric extension is still needed.
This procedure can be used for higher levels of temporal transform in which the lowpass
frames of one level are passed as the input frames for the next level of the temporal
wavelet transform.
Now let us consider the motion fields required for MCTF. For MCTF techniques
implemented with multiple finite-length GOFs, the input video sequence is divided into
GOFs, and each GOF is coded independently of other GOFs. Assuming that a GOF
contains G frames, this ME process results in G − 1 motion fields, each mapping the
first frame of the GOF into one of the other G − 1 frames, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4,
which is the same number of motion fields as that of a traditional MCP coder, even
if longer wavelet filters are used. With these G − 1 motion fields, we can construct
affine transforms between any two frames within one GOF by concatenating motion
fields from this set. Multiple-scale temporal transforms are also supported since some
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Figure 5.4: Motion fields for MCTF implemented with multiple finite-length GOFs for
G = 4 and N ′ = 4. A small triangle in a frame indicates where the triangle
mesh is reset to the uniform mesh. Field Vi,j maps frame i to frame j;
concatenated fields are V0,2 = V0,1 + V1,2 and V4,6 = V4,5 + V5,6.
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of these motion fields can be directly used for affine transforms in the higher scales, as
is illustrated in Fig. 5.4.
On the other hand, if we eliminate boundary effects by using the sliding-window
technique for the temporal transform, the temporal filtering is no longer bound to finite-
length GOFs. However, we still must use a 3D coder (such as 3D-SPIHT) to produce
a bitstream, so we must group temporal subbands into finite-sized groups for purposes
of coding. Consequently, an extra motion field is needed to track motion from GOF
to GOF, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. resulting in G motion fields for each GOF (except
the very last GOF) of the video sequence. The affine transforms are exactly the same
as described in Sec. 2.3.1, and motion-vector information for the G motion fields is
transmitted to the decoder. Specifically, for each GOF, all the motion-field information
is coded first, followed by an embedded coding of 3D subband coefficients.
5.3 Experimental Results
We set the GOF size to 16 for the following experiments. From Figs. 5.6 and 5.7,
we can see that 3D-RWMH-53 with finite-length GOF exhibits significant boundary
effects at GOF boundaries, with the PSNR decreasing sharply around frames 16, 32,
48, 64, etc. We see from Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 that using a sliding window for the temporal
transform eliminates the boundary effects. Additionally, the sliding window yields a
higher average PSNR. The rate-distortion curves for “Susie”, “Football”, “Mother &
Daughter”, and “Coastguard” are shown in Figs. 5.8-5.11, and PSNR values averaged
over all frames of the sequences are tabulated in Table 5.1 for a fixed bit rate. For all the
sequences, SW-3D-RWMH-53 achieves on the order of a 0.4-dB gain over 3D-RWMH-
53 with a finite-length GOF. Additionally, SW-3D-RWMH-53 gives almost the same
rate-distortion performance as 3D-RWMH-53 using a single GOF. That is, incorporating
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Figure 5.5: Motion fields for MCTF implemented with a sliding window for G = 4 and
N ′ = 4. A small triangle in a frame indicates where the triangle mesh is
reset to the uniform mesh. Field Vi,j maps frame i to frame j; concatenated
fields are V0,2 = V0,1 +V1,2, V2,4 = V2,3 +V3,4, and V4,6 = V4,5 +V5,6. GOFs
are used only for coding of coefficients (e.g. with 3D-SPIHT).
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the sliding window as needed for practical use results in negligible performance loss
compared to the single-GOF coding.
In the past several chapters, we have focused on MCTF, exploring the use of
redundant wavelet expansions in the temporal-filtering process. However, regardless
of the mechanisms employed for temporal filtering, ultimately a bitstream must be
produced by some 3D coefficient coder. In the previous chapters, results have been
carried out using 3D-SPIHT, which is a prominent 3D coder considered by many to
be state of the art. In the next chapter, we develop an alternative 3D coder with rate-
distortion performance similar to that of 3D-SPIHT but which is more amenable to
hardware implementation.
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Table 5.1: Distortion averaged over all frames of the sequences.
PSNR (dB)
3D-RWMH-53 3D-RWMH-53 SW-3D-
single GOF GOF size 16 RWMH-53
Football† 30.1 29.7 30.0
Susie 41.2 40.8 41.2
Mother & daughter 45.5 44.9 45.4
Coastguard 32.4 31.9 32.4
All systems use 1/2-pixel ME with 8-tap filter interpolation.
Rate is 0.3 bpp except †, which is 0.5 bpp.



















SW−3D−RWMH−53, avg. PSNR: 41.2 dB
3D−RWMH−53, GOF size 16, avg. PSNR: 40.8 dB
Figure 5.6: Frame-by-Frame PSNR for “Susie” at 0.3 bpp (760 kbps) comparing 3D-
RWMH-53 with sliding window and 3D-RWMH-53 with small GOF (16
frames).
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SW−3D−RWMH−53, avg. PSNR: 30.0 dB
3D−RWMH−53, GOF size 16, avg. PSNR: 29.7 dB
Figure 5.7: Frame-by-Frame PSNR for “Football” at 0.5 bpp (1.3 Mbps) comparing 3D-
RWMH-53 with sliding window and 3D-RWMH-53 with small GOF (16
frames).
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3D−RWMH−53, single GOF, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
SW−3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
3D−RWMH−53, GOF size 16, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 5.8: Rate-distortion performance of SW-3D-RWMH-53 for “Susie.”
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3D−RWMH−53, single GOF, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
SW−3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
3D−RWMH−53, GOF size 16, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 5.9: Rate-distortion performance of SW-3D-RWMH-53 for “Football.”
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3D−RWMH−53, single GOF, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
SW−3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
3D−RWMH−53, GOF size 16, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 5.10: Rate-distortion performance of SW-3D-RWMH-53 for “Mother &
Daughter.”
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3D−RWMH−53, single GOF, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
SW−3D−RWMH−53, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
3D−RWMH−53, GOF size 16, 1/2−pixel (8−tap FIR)
Figure 5.11: Rate-distortion performance of SW-3D-RWMH-53 for “Coastguard.”
CHAPTER VI
3D CODING WITH THE TARP ALGORITHM
Currently there are no standards—or even commonly accepted coding algorithms—
for 3D video-coding systems. Several embedded wavelet-based 3D codecs have
been used by different researchers, such as JPEG-2000 [5, 6], 3D-SPIHT [4], and
3D-EZBC [10, 14]. However, many such embedded wavelet-based coding schemes
utilize sophisticated processes such as context conditioning (JPEG-2000), rate-distortion
optimization (JPEG-2000), or significance lists (3D-SPIHT and 3D-EZBC) which
present significant difficulty for on-board implementations in hardware, particularly
when parallel processing is considered.
In the following this chapter, we extend the recently proposed tarp coder [47], a 2D
embedded wavelet-based coder with an exceedingly simple implementation, to 3D for
the coding of 3D video volumes. The tarp technique employs an explicit estimate of
the probability of wavelet-coefficient significance and a simple nonadaptive arithmetic
coder, resulting in a still-image coder that is easily scaled to higher-dimensional datasets.
While the probability estimate takes the form of Parzen windows, a well known
nonparametric probability-estimation technique, the tarp coder implements this Parzen-
window probability estimate as a novel sequence of 1D filtering operations coined tarp
filtering. Experimental results show that our 3D version of tarp (3D-Tarp) can achieve
almost the same rate-distortion performance as the 3D version of SPIHT (3D-SPIHT)
[4] used in experimental results in the preceding chapters.
As pertaining to hardware implementation, we show at the end of this chapter
that the most time-consuming operation of our tarp coder, the tarp filtering, can
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be highly vectorized for implementation on single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD)
architectures. Thus, the proposed tarp coder can exploit the data-parallel capabilities of
modern general-purpose processors, or, for greater concurrency, customized hardware
with longer vectors could be used. In any event, the tarp coder benefits from the
simplicity, elegance, and implicit synchronization of SIMD implementation, whereas
other algorithms, such as 3D-SPIHT and JPEG-2000, typically require a more
complicated multiprocessor implementation to achieve a smaller amount of parallelism.
Below, we describe the philosophy behind tarp coding, our implementation of the
proposed 3D-Tarp coder, and the possibilities for vectorized operation. We note that
our initial development [48, 49] of the 3D-Tarp coder was for the purpose of coding
3D hyperspectral imagery; however, like other volumetric coders, 3D-Tarp is equally
applicable to the 3D video-coding problem.
6.1 Estimation of Probability of Significance via Parzen Windows
Consider an N -dimensional field of real-valued coefficients, c[x] ∈ R, where x ∈
ZN , R is the set of real numbers, and Z is the set of integers. Given a threshold t ∈ R,
the coefficient at location x is defined to be significant with respect to t if |c[x]| ≥ t, and





1, |c[x]| ≥ t,
0, otherwise.
(6.1)
Suppose we know that coefficients at locations x1,x2, . . . ,xm are significant with
respect to some given threshold, and we would like to estimate the probability that the
coefficient at location x is also significant. Parzen windows [50] is one approach to







where φ[x] is an N -dimensional window sequence. A possible window sequence
which is suited to the well known Laplacian distribution nature of wavelet-coefficient
magnitudes in images is the Laplacian window,
φ[x] = βα||x||, x ∈ R, (6.3)





is the l1 norm of x = [x1, x2, , . . . , xN ], and β is chosen so that
∑
x∈R
φ[x] = 1, (6.5)
whereR ⊆ ZN is the region of support of the window. As a result, it can be shown [50]
that p[x] is guaranteed to be a valid probability mass function; i.e.,




p[x] = 1. (6.7)
The density estimation of (6.2) can be considered to be the convolution of an N -
dimensional filter of impulse response φ[x] with a field of Kronecker impulses situated
at x1, x2, . . . , xm. If the region of support R of window φ[x] is causal, then this
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convolution can be calculated via a single raster scan through the coefficients. Below,
we will define the causal region of support so as to not include x = 0. By not including
x = 0 inR, both an encoder and its corresponding decoder in a compression system can
make the same estimate of p[x] by single raster scan since (6.2) depends on only values
encountered strictly before the current location in the raster scan.
6.2 Tarp Filtering
In [47], Simard et al. propose using the density estimate of (6.2) to code the
significance of wavelet coefficients for still-image coding. Specifically, the significance
state of a set of coefficients for a given threshold is coded via a raster scan through the
coefficients. For coding efficiency, an entropy coder codes v[x] for each coefficient,
using the probability that v[x] = 1 for the current coefficient as determined by
the density-estimation procedure. The coder of [47] implements the N -dimensional
convolution of (6.2) as a sequence of 1D filtering operations coined tarp filtering.1 This
1D-filtering approach is more efficient than a direct implementation of (6.2) in that only
a limited number of probability estimates need be buffered, and that, because probability
estimates are propagated from coefficient to coefficient, fewer arithmetic operations are
performed.
Once the probability of significance of the coefficients is estimated for a given
threshold, the tarp coder of [47] proceeds in the usual bitplane-coding paradigm
common to modern embedded coders—significance and refinement passes are applied
successively, and the significance threshold decreases after pass. In [47], the significance
pass uses the tarp filter to drive a nonadaptive binary arithmetic coder to code v[x]
1The name tarp filtering comes from the shape of the Laplacian window of (6.3) which resembles a
tarp draped over a pole.
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in each subband, while coefficient-sign and refinement information is coded using a
nonadaptive binary arithmetic coder on a uniform distribution.
Below, we describe the tarp-filtering procedure in greater detail, first concentrating
on the N = 2 case, which was the only dimensionality considered in the original
development [47]. However, since our focus is the coding of 3D data, we extend the
tarp algorithm to the N = 3 case in Sec. 6.2.2. We consider use of the 3D tarp-filtering
operation in the coding of 3D video wavelet coefficients subsequently in Sec. 6.3.
6.2.1 2D Tarp Filtering
For N = 2, x = [x1, x2], where x1 and x2 are the row and column indices,
respectively. The Laplacian window (6.3) in this case is
φ[x] = βα|x1|+|x2|, x = [x1, x2] ∈ R, (6.8)
where the causal region of support isR = R1 ∪R2,
R1 = {x = [x1, x2] : x1 = 0, x2 > 0} ,
R2 = {x = [x1, x2] : x1 > 0, x2 ∈ Z} .
(6.9)





In essence, the tarp coder of [47] uses three 1D filters to implement the density
estimate of (6.2)—one filter processes each row from left to right, another filter
processes each row from right to left, and a third filter processes each column from
top to bottom. Pseudocode for this filtering operation is given in Fig. 6.1. In Fig. 6.1,
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p1 forms the left-to-right row filter, the updating of p3 corresponds to the right-to-left
row filter, and the updating of p2 implements the top-to-bottom filter carried out on each
column. We note that the memory overhead of these filtering operations is one row of
p2 values. For more detail on how tarp filtering is combined with bitplane coding to
produce an embedded image coder, see [47, 51] and the tarp-coder implementation in
QccPack [52].
6.2.2 3D Tarp Filtering
In this section, we extend to 3D volumes the 2D tarp filter described above. For
N = 3, x = [x1, x2, x3], where x1, x2, and x3 are the spatial-row, spatial-column, and
temporal-frame indices, respectively. The Laplacian window (6.3) in this case is
φ[x] = βα|x1|+|x2|+|x3|, x = [x1, x2, x3] ∈ R, (6.11)
where the causal region of support isR = R1 ∪R2 ∪R3,
R1 = {x = [x1, x2, x3] : x1, x3 = 0, x2 > 0, } ,
R2 = {x = [x1, x2, x3] : x1 > 0, x2 ∈ Z, x3 = 0} ,
R3 = {x = [x1, x2, x3] : x1, x2 ∈ Z, x3 > 0} .
(6.12)





Fig. 6.2 shows a typical Laplacian window in 3D.
To estimate the probability of significance in 3D, we propagate information from
three neighboring values, one at the left, one above, and one in the same spatial position
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for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
p1 = 0
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p[x1, x2] = αp1 + αp2[x2]
p1 = αp1 + βv[x1, x2]
p2[x2] = p1 + αp2[x2]
endfor
p3 = 0
for x2 = N2 − 1, . . . , 0
p2[x2] = p2[x2] + αp3
p3 = αp3 + βv[x1, x2]
endfor
endfor
Figure 6.1: Pseudocode for the 2D tarp filter of [47]. The image is of size N1 ×N2.
x3 = 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.0385 0.0192
0.0096 0.0192 0.0385 0.0192 0.0096
0.0048 0.0096 0.0192 0.0096 0.0048
x3 = 1
0.0024 0.0048 0.0096 0.0048 0.0024
0.0048 0.0096 0.0192 0.0096 0.0048
0.0096 0.0192 0.0385 0.0192 0.0096
0.0048 0.0096 0.0192 0.0096 0.0048
0.0024 0.0048 0.0096 0.0048 0.0024
x3 = 2
0.0012 0.0024 0.0048 0.0024 0.0012
0.0024 0.0048 0.0096 0.0048 0.0024
0.0048 0.0096 0.0192 0.0096 0.0048
0.0024 0.0048 0.0096 0.0048 0.0024
0.0012 0.0024 0.0048 0.0024 0.0012
Figure 6.2: The 3D Laplacian window for α = 0.5. The boxed value indicates the
window origin (x1, x2, x3 = 0).
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in the previous temporal frame. Raster scanning proceeds in the order column, row,
and then frame, and we use 1D filters to propagate probability estimates. Specifically,
five 1D filtering steps are used. Three filters (p1, p2, and p4) essentially operate at the
current frame in a fashion similar to the 2D tarp filter. That is, in the current frame, one
filter processes each row from left to right, another filter processes each row from right
to left, and a third filter processes each column from top to bottom. Next we propagate
information in the temporal direction. To do so, we use buffers that hold probabilities for
the entire previous frame, and after each frame is coded, the probabilities in the frame
buffer are updated. Consequently, after a full frame is coded with the first three filters,
another two 1D filtering steps (p3 and p5) update the probabilities for the current frame.
Pseudocode for the 3D tarp filter is shown in Fig. 6.3.
The 3D tarp filtering operation requires somewhat greater buffer storage than its
2D counterpart. Specifically, single rows are stored for p2 and p5, while entire frames
are stored for p1, p3, and p4. Below, we describe how 3D tarp filter is combined with
bitplane coding to create an embedded coder for 3D volumes.
6.3 The 3D-Tarp Coder
The tarp coder is built upon the embedded bitplane-coding architecture common
to modern wavelet-based image coders. Specifically, a significance pass describes
the significance state of coefficients, while a refinement pass produces a successive
approximation to the values of the coefficients.
In the significance pass, the significance state v[x] of each coefficient is encoded,
and, when a coefficient transitions from insignificant to significant, the sign of the
coefficient is also encoded. In the refinement pass, all the coefficients known to
be significant (except those that became significant in the immediately preceding
significance pass) are refined by coding the value of the bit in the current bitplane.
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for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p3[x1, x2] = 0
endfor
endfor
for x3 = 0, . . . , N3 − 1
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p2[x2] = 0
endfor
for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p[x1, x2, x3] = αp1[x1, x2 − 1] + αp2[x2] + αp3[x1, x2]
p1[x1, x2] = αp1[x1, x2 − 1] + βv[x1, x2, x3]
p2[x2] = p1[x1, x2] + αp2[x2]
endfor
for x2 = N2 − 1, . . . , 0
p2[x2] = p2[x2] + αp4[x1, x2 + 1]
p3[x1, x2] = p2[x2] + αp3[x1, x2]
p4[x1, x2] = αp4[x1, x2 + 1] + βv[x1, x2, x3]
endfor
endfor
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p5[x2] = 0
endfor
for x1 = N1 − 1, . . . , 0
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p3[x1, x2] = p3[x1, x2] + αp5[x2]




Figure 6.3: Pseudocode for the 3D tarp filter. The volume is of size N1 ×N2 ×N3.
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Contrary to most wavelet-based embedded coders, which use multiple-context
adaptive arithmetic coding which is responsible for a significant portion of their rate-
distortion performance, the tarp coder uses a relatively simple nonadaptive binary
arithmetic coder. The tarp-filtering operation produces the estimate p[x] of the
probability of significance of the current coefficient, and this probability estimate drives
the arithmetic coder when coding the significance state v[x] in the significance pass.
For the coding of sign bits in the significance pass, and for the coding of refinement
bits in the refinement pass, we use a constant probability of 0.5 in the nonadaptive
arithmetic coder. Although it is possible to use more sophisticated codings of these
sign and refinement bits [53], in practice, a nonuniform probability distribution would
result in minimal rate-distortion improvement, while the use of the uniform distribution
greatly simplifies the implementation and reduces computational complexity.
6.4 Experimental Results
In our experiments, we compare the performance of 3D-Tarp coder to that of 3D-
SPIHT coder. Specifically, in the 3D-RWMH-53 system presented in Chap. IV, a 3D-
Tarp coder replaces the 3D-SPIHT coder. For our proposed 3D-Tarp coder, α is fixed
at 0.3, and the filters p1, . . . , p5 are initialized to 0 beyond the boundaries of the 3D
subbands.
Rate-distortion performance for 3D-RWMH-53 with 3D-Tarp, 3D-RWMH-53 with
3D-SPIHT, and MC-EZBC are shown in Figs. 6.4 through 6.7. In these results, we see
that 3D-RWMH-53 with 3D-Tarp and MC-EZBC provide largely similar rate-distortion
performance for the sequences considered, with 3D-RWMH-53 with 3D-SPIHT usually
slightly outperforming the other two. Especially at low bit rates (less than 0.5 bpp),
3D-RWMH-53 with 3D-Tarp gives better performance than MC-EZBC does.
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3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−SPIHT, half−pel
3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−Tarp, half−pel
MC−EZBC, eighth−pel
Figure 6.4: Rate-distortion performance for “Susie.”
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3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−SPIHT, half−pel
3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−Tarp, half−pel
MC−EZBC, eighth−pel
Figure 6.5: Rate-distortion performance for “Football.”
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3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−SPIHT, half−pel
3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−Tarp, half−pel
MC−EZBC, eighth−pel
Figure 6.6: Rate-distortion performance for “Mother & Daughter.”
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3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−SPIHT, half−pel
3D−RWMH−53 with 3D−Tarp, half−pel
MC−EZBC, eighth−pel
Figure 6.7: Rate-distortion performance for “Coastguard.”
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6.5 Vectorized Implementation of 3D-Tarp
The tarp-filtering operation is responsible for an overwhelmingly large portion of
the execution time of the software tarp coder used in the experimental results of the
previous section. However, the tarp filter permits a significant amount of vectorization
resulting in potentially substantial acceleration of the tarp coder when implemented
in SIMD hardware. In the tarp-filtering operation, a large number of the filters are
confined within one temporal frame, thereby allowing vectorization in the temporal
direction; i.e., the filtering of multiple frames in parallel. Specifically, the p1, p2, p4,
and p5 filters support vectorization in the temporal direction, although the ordering
of the computations must be rearranged somewhat from that originally presented in
Fig. 6.3. Additionally, the temporal-direction filter, p3, can be vectorized in the column
direction. Finally, the calculation of the final probability p can be vectorized in either
the row, column, or temporal direction. Fig. 6.8 gives the resulting parallelized version
of the 3D-Tarp encoder filter. We note that the cost of the reordering of the algorithm
from that of Fig. 6.3 is increased memory usage since one must maintain entire buffer
volumes for p1, . . . , p5 rather than the single frames needed for p1, p3, and p4 originally.
However, recall that the tarp coder employs tarp filtering on a subband-by-subband
basis; consequently, buffer volumes need be only as big as the largest subband to be
processed, specifically, N1N2N3/8. Additionally, we note that, since the decoder needs
p for the current coefficient in order to decode v, the reordering of the tarp filter shown
in Fig. 6.8 is suitable for only the encoder of a tarp-coder system. As shown in Fig. 6.9
for the decoder, p1 and p4 have to be calculated one by one, while p2, p3, and p5 can be
vectorized.
The degree of acceleration achieved by the vectorized tarp coder will depend on the
amount of data-parallelism supported by the underlying SIMD architecture. To increase
parallelization and reduce computational complexity, the tarp-filtering operations can
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for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p1[x1, x2, : ] = αp1[x1, x2 − 1, : ] + βv[x1, x2, : ]
p2[x1, x2, : ] = p1[x1, x2, : ] + αp2[x1 − 1, x2, : ]
endfor
for x2 = N2 − 1, . . . , 0
p2[x1, x2, : ] = p2[x1, x2, : ] + αp4[x1, x2 + 1, : ]
p4[x1, x2, : ] = αp4[x1, x2 + 1, : ] + βv[x1, x2, : ]
endfor
endfor
for x1 = N1 − 1, . . . , 0
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p5[x1, x2, : ] = p1[x1, x2, : ] + αp5[x1 + 1, x2, : ] + αp4[x1, x2 + 1, : ]
endfor
endfor
for x3 = 0, . . . , N3 − 1
for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
p3[x1, :, x3] = p2[x1, :, x3] + αp3[x1, :, x3 − 1] + αp5[x1 + 1, :, x3]
endfor
endfor
for x3 = 0, . . . , N3 − 1
for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
p[x1, :, x3] = αp
′
1[x1, :, x3] + αp2[x1 − 1, :, x3] + αp3[x1, :, x3 − 1]
endfor
endfor
Figure 6.8: Pseudocode for the vectorized 3D-Tarp encoder filter for SIMD
architectures. All buffer volumes initialized to zero at algorithm start. The
“:” indicates vectorization along the corresponding dimension. p′1 is p1 offset
by a one-column shift to the right; i.e., p′1[x1, x2, x3] = p1[x1, x2 − 1, x3].
This shift is accomplished during loading of the vector.
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for x3 = 0, . . . , N3 − 1
for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
for x2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1
p[x1, x2, x3] = αp1[x1, x2 − 1, x3] + αp2[x1 − 1, x2, x3] + αp3[x1, x2, x3 − 1]
decode v[x1, x2, x3]
p1[x1, x2, x3] = αp1[x1, x2 − 1, x3] + βv[x1, x2, x3]
endfor
for x2 = N2 − 1, . . . , 0
p4[x1, x2, x3] = αp4[x1, x2 + 1, x3] + βv[x1, x2, x3]
endfor
p2[x1, :, x3] = p1[x1, :, x3] + αp2[x1 − 1, :, x3] + αp′4[x1, :, x3]
endfor
for x1 = N1 − 1, . . . , 0




for x1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1
p3[x1, :, x3] = p2[x1, :, x3] + αp3[x1, :, x3 − 1] + αp5[x1 + 1, :, x3]
endfor
endfor
Figure 6.9: Pseudocode for the vectorized 3D-Tarp decoder filter for SIMD
architectures. All buffer volumes initialized to zero at algorithm start. The
“:” indicates vectorization along the corresponding dimension. p′4 is p4 offset
by a one-column shift to the left; i.e., p′4[x1, x2, x3] = p4[x1, x2 +1, x3]. This
shift is accomplished during loading of the vector.
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be easily performed with fixed-point, rather than floating-point, arithmetic. Modern
general-purpose processors typically support some integer-based SIMD processing. For
example, assuming that 16-bit fixed-point representations are used, Motorola’s AltiVec
[54] SIMD implementation would support eight parallel operations, while Intel’s MMX
[55] would support four. Custom hardware implementation could conceivably employ
longer vectors such that the acceleration obtainable would be limited by primarily the
subband size. Let us assume N arithmetic operations can be performed simultaneously
in one CPU cycle, where N is the vector length of SIMD CPU, and an “arithmetic
operation” is an add, subtract, multiply, or divide. And let us assume the size of a
subband is G frames, R rows, and C columns. From Fig. 6.3, for original 3D-Tarp
implementation, we derive that the number of the total CPU cycles need to perform the
tarp filter on this subband for either encoder or decoder as
CYCorig = 23×R× C ×G. (6.14)
Note that this figure is for the tarp-filtering process only and does not include cycles
needed for the wavelet transform or arithmetic coding. We see that the number of the
total cycles is not related to the vector length N . From Fig. 6.8, we get the number of
the total CPU cycles need for the encoder of SIMD 3D-Tarp implementation as
CYCsimd,encoder = 14×R× C × dG/Ne+ 9× C ×G× dR/Ne, (6.15)
and from Fig. 6.9, the number of the total CPU cycles for the decoder is
CYCsimd,decoder = 11×R× C ×G+ 12× C ×G× dR/Ne. (6.16)
Using (6.14)-(6.16), we plot two graphs, Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, to illustrate that the degree
of acceleration increases with increasing vector length N . From Figs. 6.10 and 6.11,
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we notice that 3D-Tarp encoder can be accelerated much more than the decoder can
because the vectorization of the encoder is more complete. When N = 16, the number
of the total CPU cycles of the SIMD version encoder is only 1/16 of that of the original
encoder, while the number of the CPU cycles of the SIMD implementation decoder is
about 1/2 of that of the original decoder.
Finally, we note that both SPIHT and JPEG-2000 support parallelization to a certain
extent; for example, see [56, 57] and Chap. 17 of [58]. However, these algorithms
are highly sequential by nature and are difficult to make parallel. Additionally, the
amount of parallelization is limited and typically relies on pipelining and multiprocessor,
i.e., multiple-instruction-multiple-data (MIMD), architectures. Consequently, such
implementations lack the simple and implicitly synchronized architecture of SIMD-
based tarp filtering.
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Figure 6.10: The degree of acceleration for encoder, CYCsimd,encoder
CYCorig
, for tarp filtering on
a subband with 16 frames, 288 rows, and 352 columns. N is the vector
length of SIMD CPU.
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Figure 6.11: The degree of acceleration for decoder, CYCsimd,decoder
CYCorig
, for a subband with




The overall goal of this dissertation was the design of a fully scalable 3D video-
coding system. Such a system contains two major parts: a procedure for temporal
filtering with MC and a 3D coefficient coder. The work presented here is focused on
these two components.
The initial contribution of this dissertation work is the 3D-RWMH approach
which introduces multihypothesis into motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF)
to achieve a significant improvement in rate-distortion performance in a 3D video
coder. Specifically, we deploy MCTF in the domain of a redundant wavelet transform,
exploiting the transform redundancy to provide multiple hypothesis temporal filterings
that are diverse in transform phase. Additionally, we depart from the block-based motion
models commonly employed in MCTF by implementing temporal filtering with mesh-
based lifting. In essence, the proposed 3D-RWMH system combines the flexibility and
scalability of the mesh-based lifting MCTF of [5, 7] with the demonstrated performance
gains associated with the RWMH introduced in [18, 19]. Additionally, performance
is enhanced using half-pixel accuracy for both describing the motion of the mesh as
well as within the affine transforms implementing the MCTF. Our 3D-RWMH system
demonstrates superior performance by combining three types of multihypothesis—
spatial diversity (subpixel accuracy), temporal diversity (5-3 biorthogonal temporal
filtering), and phase diversity (RWMH). We note that our proposed system is apparently
the first to combine all these concepts in the context of a 3D MCTF video coder.
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As a second contribution of this dissertation, a sliding-window approach to
MCTF was investigated in order to eliminate performance degradation characteristic
to temporal filtering deployed in finite-length groups of frames (GOFs). Experimental
results show that our sliding-window system (SW-3D-RWMH-53) yields nearly the
same rate-distortion performance as the 3D-RWMH-53 applied to a video sequence
with a single GOF. However, the sliding-window approach has a small frame delay and
can be implemented in practical settings with a finite frame buffer even for arbitrarily
long video sequences.
Finally, as the third contribution of this dissertation, an efficient 3D coder, 3D-
Tarp, was designed based on the tarp-filtering algorithm originally proposed in 2D
in [47]. Our experimental observations indicate that 3D-RWMH-53 with 3D-Tarp
provides rate-distortion performance largely similar to that of 3D-EZBC [10, 14], a
recent MCTF-based coder that is currently considered state of the art for 3D video
coding. The 3D-RWMH-53 coder with 3D tarp also performed close to the 3D-RWMH-
53 system using the sophisticated 3D-SPIHT coefficient coder. However, given its
simplicity of implementation and its ability to exploit a high degree of vectorization,
3D tarp is perhaps the coder of the three that is best suited to on-board implementation,
particularly when customized data-parallel (i.e., SIMD) hardware with long vector
lengths is possible.
Recent activity within the video-standards community (e.g. [31, 59]) indicate there
is increasing interest in wavelet-based video. The fact that much of this work is focused
on providing increased scalability suggests that next-generation video-coding standards
may adopt the MCTF approach to 3D coding so as to eliminate the scalability issues with
traditional predictive-loop coders. In this case, the topics considered in this dissertation
will play a central role in the development of future video coders. In particular, the
concept of deploying MCTF in the domain of a redundant transform as well as that of
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combining multiple forms of multihypothesis with spatial, temporal, and phase diversity
will be central issues. Consequently, we hope that the work presented in this dissertation
will contribute in no small way to the ongoing development of video technology.
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